Abstract. In order to determine the key factors which have an impact on the machining accuracy of a machine tool after its machining errors occur, a different method analyzing the sensitivity of machine tool errors based on the theory of multi-body system kinematics is proposed. Firstly, the method assumes a machine tool to be several rigid bodies according to the theory of multi-body system kinematics , establishes the body reference coordinate system and the kinematic reference coordinate system on each rigid body, and constructs the constraint equation by using the method of describing the center of the tool and the machining point in the system coordinates to solve the machining errors of the machine tool. Then, it gives the sensitivities of error parameters by taking the derivative of errors and establishes the impact analysis model. The calculation and analysis for an example show that when using the method the fundamental factors that have significant influence on machine tool errors can be identified efficiently. It can provide the theoretical basis for designers and users to improve machine tools.
Introduction
With the continuous development of the manufacturing industry, CNC machine tools as manufacturing industry machine tools and its function in the continuous improvement, application scope expanding, accordingly, the requirements on machining accuracy of NC machine tool also continues to increase, the machining accuracy of NC machine tool has become measure a country's level of science and technology is one of the important standards. People all know, manufacturing errors of CNC machine tools can reflect the level of the actual accuracy of CNC machine tools, machining error is the ultimate reflection of CNC machine tools to all parts of the coupling error function, how to according to the machining error to error traceability, find the cause machining error is the main factor, is currently plaguing the machine tool designer and use Therefore, the use of reasonable error analysis model, to determine the accuracy of the error parameters, the error sensitivity analysis of machine tools is of great significance.
There are numerous factors that affect the machining accuracy of machine tools, the main geometric error, thermal error, servo system error and load error, thermal deformation and force deformation are expressed by means of geometric error. Therefore, the geometric error parameters can be written in the form of geometric error parameters. So the error parameters can be utilized to express. The relationship between the influence of the sensitivity of the position error of the differential applications due to system analysis and other methods. At present, many body theory of complex system is highly generalization and abstraction, fully consider the influence of various factors and their coupling relationship, which have been widely applied to the machine tool error modeling and analysis. Yang Qiang in-depth analysis of a novel parallel mechanism of the principal design variables to determine the reasonable design parameters. Qiang and other matrix differential method is used to deduce the platform position and orientation error and 42 kinds of original error, the definition of the platform position and orientation errors of the original error sensitivity is given according to the sensitivity of the proportion of the original error In this paper, the sensitivity analysis of NC machine tools is carried out, and the key factors of NC machine tools are studied. In this case, the sensitivity and influence the degree of the axis NC machine tools are analyzed. In this case, the s and impact 
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In order to describe these 37 errors, we should consider the feasibility of the detection method, and the coordinate system is set as follows: in the initial conditions, the reference frame of the moving parts is coincident with its reference frame. The coordinate system is related to the direction and position of the space.Firstly, determine the direction of each coordinate system：Select the direction of the machine tool coordinate system as the reference direction, make the bed (1) direction of the coordinate system and Y to the slide carriage (2 body) of the motion reference coordinate system and reference coordinate direction, make reference coordinate around its Z axis turn verticality xy  coordinate system is workpiece coordinate system and Xdirection slide carriage is Caxis (5 body) motion reference coordinate system, make C direction slide carriage's motion reference coordinate system respectively around the Y、 Zaxis through verticality
system is A axis (6 body) motion reference coordinate system. By the above method, we can determine the orientation of all the coordinates of the initial conditions.Determine the position of each coordinate system.The various moving parts of the machine tool are returned to the absolute zero of the numerical control machine tool,This initial conditions, bed set, X to slide, y to sneak in the reference coordinate system and the moving reference frame origin are located in the machine working table of a given point (O1points in Figure 2. ). Body reference frame of Z direction slide carriage and C axis and its' motion reference coordinate system origin is located center of main shaft end (O4points in Figure 2 ), A axis and the reference frame of the reference frame of the tool frame and its' motion reference coordinate system origin is located at the center of the A axis rotation (O6points in Figure 2 ). According to the above method, the ideal characteristic matrix and the error characteristic matrix of five axis NC machine tool are obtained. Figure 3 shows the topology of the 3 axis CNC machine tool with a dual head,T body and W body respectively representthe tool of the A axis (6 body ) and the workpiece of Xdirection slide carriage (3 body) . 
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